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BILL DAYWALTS PRODUCTION of "Godspell" opened last night to a capacity crowd.
' Each of the four scheduled performances sold out rapidly. Costumes created by the cast
. members help to incorporate their individual personalities with the characters of the play.
: Photo by Marty Stanton. . -- "- . -
Lounge Bias
Contrary to the opinions of
many Wooster students, it is a
fallacy that blatant discrimination
.
is occurring, where dormitory
lounge redecoration is concerned.
During the past winter break,
Holden main, Andrews main and
club, Compton Hall, Hessorv
House, Bissman Sixth, Stevenson
Fifth and Armington Third lounges
were all redecorated, as were the
. basements of Troyer House and
Wagner. Although six of the nine
redecorated lounges : are in
women's or co-e-d housing units,
according to Elsie Doubledee,
Director, of Custodial Services,
more
.
money is used from the
budget to refurnish men's
residences than women's.
: "A lot of people don't realize
that section lounges are
responsible bv the sections, not
the eofleoe." states Doubledee. In
the wake of such recent interior
redecoration represented in the
newly-furnishe- d Holden main
room,1 many "section lounges
appear - noticeably - dismal, by
.comparison. .
Doubledee reasons that section
lounges are frequently the sites of
Michael Stanley
Concert
, .. The Michael Stanley Band will
play a concert in the PEC Feb. 29,
SAB concerts chairman Pete
Morgan said Tuesday.
"We expect to sell out..," said
Morgan. "Michael Stanley is the
hottest group in Ohio." . .
: ' 3500 tickets wiS go on sale.
Prices are $5 for students, $7 for
non-student- s, and S3 for all at the
door. . ,. ' . . .... ... .
; The Michael Stanley Band
played to a capacity crowd m
. McGaw Chapel two years ago faO
quarter. .
fl 3
Proves to be
large ' weekend parties., often
attracting a crowd that is too'
rnmense for the lounges to
tolerate. ' Consequently,' many- -
furnishings need to be replaced at .
the expense of the sections. If
'money is not immediately available
to purchase new items, the
lounges are left as-i- s until
members can afford to replace
damaged material. In some cases,
the college loans money to the
"sections for new furnishings.
Aside from section lounges,
Doubledee estimates that in
nonsection housing more money
is - spent redecorating men's
.'residence halls than women's
because the rates, of destruction
are higher. Illustrative of her
Departments Unite for Symposium
" by Karen McCartney
"The Dance of Death,"
Wooster's first Humanities
symposium, begins next Tuesday.
Erika Laquer of the " History
department will give the first
lecture on "The Crises of the
Fourteenth Century."
The fourteenth century was a
time of great trauma, change, and
death. As Ms. Laquer says, "the
Black Death alone, a plague which
swept Europe, lulled perhaps a
third to. a half of the population."
This horror ,came along with
famine, crusades, and the
Hundred Years' War.
"We chose the title "The Dance
of Death" because it captures the
contradictions of the period: joy
and sorrow," says Ms. Laquer.
The dancing dead also became a
popular motif in art at the end of
this time. - - - . :
The .Tmain - theme . of the .
symposium will be to characterize
how a culture and society survive
under stress. Carolyn Durham of
"
-
Fallacy
statement .;-- is - Kenarden lower
lounge ' which was recently
redecorated (1977) with new
carpet, painted walls, furniture
and embellished with a felt muraL
Since that time, much of the
I conl. on pg. 5
Women's Resource Center Invites
Participation During Women's Week
The Women's Resource Center
is.inviting the College Community
to experience a Women's Week
with them Jan. 27-Fe- b. 1. In the
past, Wooster has seen such
events as Women's Film Week
and Women's Lecture Series, but
the' upcoming Women's Week
features a solid week of
the French department first
conceived of this symposium
whose speakers represent five
departments: .Art, English,
French, History, and Music Also
included is Ingmar Bergman's
"The Seventh Seal," a film of a
crusader returning to his home in
Sweden to encounter the devil in
various ways. The
.
film will be
shown m Mateer Auditorium on
Thursday, January 24 at 7:30 p.m.
For those who ask "so what?" to
the fourteenth century, it might be
interesting to note that European
culture of those times faced what
we tend to see as a modern crisis:
rapid 'unpredictable change over
which they felt they had no
control.- - Their traditions and
values disappeared in the face of
war and death, but they survived
to dance.
AO the lectures will be held at
4.-0-0 p.m. in the Library Lecture
room on consecutive Tuesdays
from January 22 through February
19.
Investigation
Still No Suspects Found
. by Kevin Crubb
Within the last two-and-a-half-wee- ks,
two College of Wooster
women students have been
assaulted on campus. The first
reported incident occurred
between 3:30- - 4:00 a.m., Jan. 3, in
a Babcock bedroom, while the
. second incident took place in a
shower 'of Holden Hall Jan. 5
between ft30 7.-0-0 a.m. although
neither victim was physically
'abused in the assaults, the
- incidents have sparked campus-wid- e
concern for the safety of
women students, and for the
apprehension of the attacker.
Based on physical descriptions
given by the victims and witnesses
who have gotten a glimpse of the
assaulter, Jim Foster, captain of
college security, believes it is
.
"reasonably certain" both assaults
were committed by the same
person. The official description
released by security alleges the
attacker to be a white male, 20-2- 1
years old with short brown hair,
approximately 5TT and 180-18- 5
pounds. The man appears to be
"relatively muscular," and was last
seen wearing dark pants and a redjacket An artist's composite of the
assaulter's face based on details
given by victims and witnesses is
presently on file in the security
office in the basement of Lowry
Center,
.
and - is available for
programming and promises to
offer a rich variety of films and
lectures as well as workshops and
group presentations.
In the afternoons from 4-5:- 30 in
Lowry 119, a series of lectures will
be given focusing on women in
different vocations. Sunday, Dr.
Hellwig of the Chemistry
Department will speak on Women
in Science. Women in the Labor
Force is the topic to be discussed
on Monday,. Jan. 28 by Dr.
Barbara BurneD of the Economics
Department. Mary Daly will be the
focus of Tuesday's presentation
by Cindy Weiler as Women in
Religion are featured. (Daly will be
speaking to the campus on Feb.
14.) The last of the lecture series
will be on Wednesday, January 30,
when Dr. Mehin from the History
Department will make a
presentation about women in the
field of History.
Short films wiS be presented in
the Pit during the dinner , hours
from 4:30-6:0- 0 Sunday through
Thursday. Sunday, "Yudie," a film
about the Immigrant Experience
as told by a woman who grew up in
New York's lower east side will be
shown. "Like A Rose" is Monday's
documentary presentation about
two women serving 25 year
sentences in the Missouri state
penitentiary. Tuesday two films
will be shown. "Women's Answer"
and "Woman: Who is Me?" both
raise and discuss issues raised by
c'on i. on pg. 2
Continues;
inspection to all concerned
persons.
College security has' currently
been working in conjunction with
the Wooster Police Department
and Detective Bureau in an effort
to apprehend the assaulter. As of
this printing, there are no suspects
in custody. Since the women were
victimized, Wooster police have
questioned "a couple of suspects
who were satisfactorily cleared of
any type of involvement,"
according to Foster. There have
been no further reports of violence
since the Holden assaults, though
reports given by students in regard
to suspicious-lookin- g persons
abound. Security is currently
staffed by five full-tim- e employees
working long hours in an effort to
capture the nocuous culprit who
could just as easily be an on-camp-us
resident as a resident
elsewhere.
.
Albeit security feels that student
involvement in the apprehension
of the assaulter is important,
Foster stated that "it doesn't do
any good to minimize or
exaggerate the details." His.
opinion was reverberated by
Assistant Deans of Students;
Richard Swegan and Diane Krofl, --
who emphasized concern for
protection of the individuals
directly involved in the incidents,
and for curtailing mass hysteria.
"We don't want to create paranoia
on campus," said Kroll. "It is
important that women be
cautious-but-not-anxio- us or we
(the student body) lose our
common sense."
Since - the assaults occurred,
numerous precautions have been
taken to secure the safety of.
Wooster students. Both Douglass
Hall and the campus sections have
begun escort services to provide .
women students
.
with added
conf. on pg. 5
Legacy Probed
In Bean Lecture
by Louise A. Blum
The year 1929 was one of the
worst years of the 20th century,
said Ambassador Maurice D.
Bean, Dtpkxnat-in-Residenc- e at
Case Western Reserve University.
It brought the stock market crash;
it marked the start of the Great
Depression. But it brought us one
other thing as well Martin Luther
King, Jr.
King left us legacy we must
never forget, Bean told his
audience on Jan. 15, the fifty-fir- st
anniversary of the birth of the civi
rights leader. This legacy is "to
carry on the work he and others
began," Bean said, "not because
he was Martin Luther King, not
because he was one of several
fallen heroes of the civil rights
period, but because the full rights,
privileges, and responsibilities of
American citizenship have not yet
been extended to aO Americans."
cont. on pg. 5
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ISA Leadership Accused
In Organization's Decline
A very wise and important policy of the Admissions Office is to,
increase the number of students who come from foreign countries.
People from the admissions believe that foreign students with their own
culture, on the campus of the College of Wooster contribute to the idea
of the liberal arts education.
This idea is correct and very useful for the whole body of the school
and the community in general. Foreign students with their activities and
their participation in the fife of the college have contributed very much
and they have helped in their own way to enlarge the knowledge of the
liberal arts education we receive.
A good way for the international students to organize international
activities and participate in the social life of the school was the
International Students Association which was formed a few years ago
and was very active. '
I.S.A. is provided with special funds enabling international students to
organize activities which will help them to know the U.S. better, such as
trips, picnics, visits to museums, etc., as well as activities which will
contribute to the community and to the social life, such as the
international dance festival and the international disco. ,
In the past the I.S.A. has been very active and both international
students and American students alike have been pleased with the
activities. Lately the I.S-- A. has weakened, reaching its present stage of
near extinction. The international students who love their association,
and in the past have contributed so much for its success, blame-- the
students now responsible for the association for its degradation. We
consider them indifferent and we ask them, if they have any dignity left,
to resign and let other people who are more concerned about I.S.A. take
over and work for its resurrection and successful contribution to the
whole community of Wooster.
Alkis Papademetriou
Olympic Hopeful Denied Facilities- -
Cooperation Necessary to Practice
A copy of the foBowina letter
was received by The Wooster
Voice on Wednesday, January 16.
President Copeland,
I need your help. I have met a
great deal of resistance from the
college, while trying to get support
from k. I am a tournament archer
with a good chance of competing
in the 1980 or 1984 Olympics. I
have been shooting competitively
for about two and a halfyears, and
a year and a half ago began to
shoot in national events. While
receiving my instructor's
certification at The World Archery
Center, I attended a national
tournament and placed second.
What I need from the College of
Wooster is help getting to and
from tournaments, and a place
where I can practice. After
returning from Christmas break, I
was told the targets would-someti- me
in the future-- be
removed from the mezzanine gym
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to save space.' AD I need is one
good target and some tone set
aside to use the room. The target
can be stored on the landing at the
top of the stairs against the back
wall; the mezzanine is normally
free between one and four o'clock
every day.
Toward the end of October, I
made an appointment with a
member of the Dean's staff
requesting the use of a college car
or any other means of
transportation. He agreed to get
back to me after contacting the
P.E. department. I understand the
Dean I spoke with was very
preoccupied at the end of last
term, but it turns out, no contact
was made with the P.E.
department until after I spoke with
him again at the beginning of this
term.
The Dean does not want to
grant me use of a college car; or
help in any way with funding until I
cont. on pg. 3
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ext. 433.
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Louise A. Bum
Kevin Grubb
Hank Sperry
John Clegg
Marty Stanton
Keith Allen
Chris Baker and Pam Weiler
Mary Ann WoocBe
Lcsae Schwartz. Sue Mem 1
Christian Gelzer- -
HAPPENS, CALL EXT. 433.
Lectures and
cont. from pg. 1
the women's movement and deal
with myths about women and
men. Women's depiction, in
advertising is the theme of
Wednesday's film titled "Killing Us
Softly.". Thursday, "Men's Lifes"
will be shown. This film discusses
the role expectations and cultural
pressures placed upon men. - .
Workshops will be given in the
evenings at 8:00 during the course
of Women's Week. Monday in
Compton Lounge, Mrs. Tope
from the Wayne Co. , Health
Department will speak on
Women's Health. A presentation
and discussion on rape wfll be led
by Barb Withee from Every
Woman's House on Tues.,
January 29 in Douglass. The
Women's Athletic Association will
' present a program Wednesday on
a topic and in a location yet to be
announced. Babcock Lounge will
be the site for Thursday's program
on 'Women from Different
Cultures:
Along with evening workshops
movies will be shown in Mateer
beginning at 7:00. "Union Maids", .
a 48 minute feature, will be shown
ISC...What is
.T 1 r- 1- -. -- vTo the Editor,'
There is a purpose behind the
attempts of the Inter Section
editorial comment'
Soup and Bread "
Aids Cambodians
" Once again students are rallying
for participation in the Tuesday
night Soup and Bread program
which provides hunger relief for
the Cambodian refugees. The
program is an opportunity for
students, through a small one-- .
meal-a-wee- k sacrifice, to become
involved in the alleviation of a crisis
that has beset our generation.
Here is an opportunity to affirm
and give expression to the belief
that human life is special and
worthy of being saved.
One can debate forever as to
who is to blame for the current
plight of the Cambodians, yet. all
ambitious deliberations aside, the
fact remains that millions of
starving women. ' men. and.
children are crying for relief from
their hardship." We, as students,
and concerned humans, cannot
remain indifferent to such a
desecration of human dignity.
" This quarter the Soup and
Bread program allows for students
to give up their Tuesday night
dinner in exchange for a meal
consisting of soup and bread. In
turn, the College will donate 75
for each student participating, the
sum total of which will go toward
food for world hunger. It can easily
be seen how a strong turnout from
the student body can amount to a .
substantial contribution.
Sign up for Soup and Bread
today ancL. Monday during the
lunch or dinner hours in either
Kittredge or Lowry. Join in with
others who show that they care
and are contributing to the
alleviation of human suffering. ,. .
PS
Rims Highlight Week
oh Sunday. This fOm examines
women's' role in the beginning of
trade unions as three women tell of
their . own . experiences - in the
1930s and 40s. On Monday a 52
minute film titled "Ain't Nobody's
Business" will be shown. "Ain't
Nobody's Business" focuses on
prostitution, and includes footage
from the First World Meeting of
Prostitutes held in Washington in
1976. Tuesday, in the Film Preview
Room of the Library, "Antonia:
Portrait of a Woman", a 58 minute
film about the life of Antonia Brico,
an accomplished orchestra
conductor, wfll be presented. This
film stars Judy Collins and Jill
Godmilow. Also that same
evening "Woman to Woman" will
be shown. "Woman to Woman"
discusses women's roles and the
passing
. of values from one
generation to the next '
The full length feature
presentation of "The -- Autobiography
of Miss Jane Pittman"
starring Cicely Tyson will be
shown on Wednesday evening,
Jan. 30. Thursday, "KypselkA
Divided Reality", a ; film which
examines the separate activities of
in
.
a Name
; .
Anyway?
Council (ISC) to change its name
to the Inter Fraternity Council.
The ISC is changing, setting higher
goals for itself and the individual
Sections. By ridding ourself of the
name Section and implementing a
more representative title, such as
Fraternity, we hope to .reflect
such changes.
The name change, though, is
not our most important concern.
We want to show the College and
the community that we are putting
forth efforts to reach our goals.
We want these efforts to be known
by everyone and not just brushed
aside and forgotten.
Within the lasj five months we
have . done many things . worth
ARE YOU READY
Will the 1980s really be the crucial decade that authorities predict it
will be? WiB these years to come be the turning point or the point of no
return tor the world
As a student preparing to leave the world of academia and meet
face to face with a challenging and potentially frightening era, what do
you feet are your prospects? Win you conquer, destroy or save the
world during the 80s? The Wooster Voice wants to know with what
attitude the campus is entering this new decade and what predictions
it has for the Ws.
Choose your method of extrapolation, clairvoyance or reason and
return answers to the Voice submission box, located directly across
from the mail sloto in Lowry Center.
1) You approach the new decade with...(Circle aS appropriate)
a) Hope b) Despair c) Determination d) Fear
2) What events w3 happen either to the United States or the world
which, you befieve, wfl have the greatest impact, eitrier beneficial or
aetrimental, in the 195ft?
3)Doyoufedasifywwahavearycontrd
eher as an individual or coBectiveJv?
4) Are you ready for the T0s?
men and women in a rural Greek
community," will be presented in
Mateer. This film is 50 minutes m
length.
Finally,-
- on "Friday .night
Women's Week culminates with a
concert in the Cage by folk singer
Lori Jacobs at 9:00 pm. Jacobs has
been well received - in the
Cleveland and Detroit areas.
Marking the end of the event,
the Woman's Table will meet for
lunch in Lowry on Friday in
celebration of Women's Week.
. To help everyone make the
most of Women's Week, the
Women's Resource Center wfll be
mailing a calendar of events to all
students, faculty, and ad
ministration. -
The College of Wooster Art
Department in conjunction with
WCWS has produced a new radio
- A ft T f.fl,,inugrom. tin. ivews on WL.IVO
airs every Monday evening at 6:45
- I p.m. . r -
The program was conceived last
. . .
- A 1 C.J J I fsuuu:i uy Earner uevecsey,
cont. on pg. 6 .
noting. We have revised our
constitution and delineated our
powers and obligations. We have
taken action within the Wooster
community by implementing
programs through the Sections
that work with such community
services as the Apple Creek State
Institution and the Indian River-St- ate
Penitentiary. Individual
Sections and the ISC itself have
sponsored fundraisers to aid the
Heart Fund and the American
Cancer Society. We have
attempted to make these efforts
known through a weekly column
in the Voice entitled ISC Briefs.
. Just this week, we inaugurated
an Escort Service in an attempt to
" 'cont. on pg. 3
FOR THE80s?
--
JUL
MUMBLINGS
by Mike Lauber
. Student unrest. These words
bring to mind the turmoil of the
1960s on campuses everywhere.
Viet Nam, hippies, protest,
violence. Woodstock - all spring
readily to mind. Wooster was not
untouched by these turbulent
times; nor was it the first time a
spirit of discontentment filled the
air here. The Gay 90s found many
students here less than. um.:..gay. .
For two principal reasons,
Wooster was rarely free from the
rumblings of dissatisfaction during
the last decade of the nineteenth
century. One cause for bitterness --
primarily between the students
and the faculty - was class day.
Following the footsteps of their
preceding classes, the class of "92
put on an original play at the City
Hal!.1 "Varsity Life" was a
burlesque that portrayed life on
campus as rather raucous.
Dancing, card playing, smoking
and (gasp) even drinking were
indulged in on stage, giving the
impression to the general public
that these were common practices,
among Woo U'ers. From this bad
experience . and since theatrical
performances were less than
consistent with the image of a
synodical college, the faculty ruled
that henceforth all plays had to be
submitted to a facility committee
for censorship.
The second great cause for
consternation on campus was the
banning of intercollegiate athletics
in 1891. There had been
unfortunate evidence of gambling,
drinking and profanity at games.
The faculty moved swiftly to solve
the problem by imposing the ban.
It was "much better, they said, that
all students should have
compulsory exercise under a
trained instructor. Many parents
applauded the action. The
trustees confirmed the decision.
Appeals and pleas for the return
of intercollegiate sports "were
made over the next five years, but
to no avail. By 18. the faculty
had yet to exercise its authority to
refuse permission for performing a
play. --It finally did so by turning
down the script for the class day
play of 1896. A few days later, on
Commencement afternoon, a
mock funeral was held in honor of
the deceased class day. Programs
were trimmed in black and
contained the words of several
laments. The last two stanzas of
the final one read:
They killed athletics long ago
And she is laid beneath the
'snow.
Now they are gone, these two
' are dead.
And over them our tears are
shed. " y
But few things now are left to
die.
And truly doth that day draw
nigh
ISC Notes
by John White
Members of Bissman Sections
and the OATs are currently
involved in a volunteer program
with the Indian River School, a
prison-scho- ol environment for
minors. Those involved with the
program visit Indian River several
tones during the quarter and
engage in a variety of activities
such as basketball, volleyball and
cards. The program is beneficial in
that it gives the boys at the school
an opportunity to look forward to
something fun.
When by their stubborn, mulish
will
ThereH be no "IT upon the hill. .
It remains unclear if the
censorship rule is still on the books
but we do know intercollegiate .
athletics were reinstituted in the
spring of
.
1900. We also know '
censorship of student publications
may never lead to the violence of
the 1960's. but MUMBLINGS of
dissatisfaction can't be ruled out.
ISC.What is
. con, from pg. 2
combat the growing problem of
physical assaults on some of the
women of this College, In the
future there will be other events --
such r as the Wooster Winter
j Olympics, co-sponsor- ed by the
SAB.
These are the efforts we want
recognized by the College and
community. The name change is a ,
consequence and a reflection. It is
i not the driving force, but a
! necessary step.
The word Section is not
representative of our. present
system.- - It implies a. section-aKzatio- n.
or fragmentation of our
social system instead of a unified,
cohesive organization.- - the label
was given when our social clubs
were housed in the seven sections
of Kenarden, but now we are
spread all over campus in three
different dormitories and a house.
The name has no real
connotations except negative
' '"'ones."- -
It is obvious that the faculty and
administration do not approve of
the word Fraternity, though it .
passed through Campus Council.
The faculty voted down the name
change by an overwhelming
margin and President Copeland
also voiced his disapproval. -
We are hot ctoseminded and
can see some of the points made
by the two groups. Perhaps
Wooster does not want to be
placed on the level of other
colleges and universities that have
national and ' local fraternities.
Perhaps the word Fraternity does
promote the "bad" connotations
Lbrin Maazel to
Conduct Mahler
Symphony No. 5
The Cleveland Orchestra,
ranked among the top symphony
orchestras in the nation, will be on
the Wooster campus to give a
concert on Tuesday, February 5.
Under conductor Lorin Maazel,
the orchestra will be playing
Gustav Mahler's Symphony No--5.
The concert wiD be held at 8:15
p.m. in McGaw Chapel.
- The Cleveland Orchestr.i is
presently in its 62nd season with
1980 marking MaazeTs eighth year
as music director.
Tickets for the performance are
on sale at the Lowry Center front
desk at $3.00 for students and
$6.00 for general admission. The
ticket prices this year have been
held down to last year's prices
in spite of the fact that the cost of
having the concert has risen $500.
In addition to the increase of the
actual cost of the orchestra, due to
new safety regulations, the seating
capacity in McGaw has been
decreased, therefore reducing the
number of tickets available for
sale.
ITO ' "I
J
MLJ til Vlh.
in a Name Anyway?
that are associated with
fraternities on the national level.
Maybe the word Fraternity will
discourage potential students and
critical academicians. But there is
a need for change, and the word
Section does, not portray the
system we have here at Wooster.
We will no longer attempt to
change our title from Section to
Fraternity. We do not want all of
our positive efforts to be lost in the
wake of a futile battle over names.
We will, however, continue to
strive towards our goals of
embettering the ISC, the
individual Sections, and our
relationship with the campus and
community. This will include a
frtr hotter title, besides
Olympic Hopeful Denied Facilities;
Cooperation Necessary to Practice
conl. from pg. 2 represent the college I attend. I
prove it is worthwhile for the
college to support me. He
suggested that I attend a few
tournaments, and if I do weO
enough, he might reconsider
helping at a later date.
Unfortunately, I am stranded
without college help.
I compete in the collegiate
division of tournaments, and
consequently, I am required to
International Briefs
by Alkis Papademetriou
Lately the American press and mass media have been occupied with
news related to the Soviet invasion in Afghanistan. The situation
influenced the public opinion, and many people intensively talk about it.
The whole issue should not leave the college students indifferent and it
should make us wonder why all those events happen.
The Babcock International House, in an attempt to help the students
learn more about the situation, organized two interesting and relevant
activities. On Wednesday, January 16. there was a slide show given by
Sindy Fort, a student who lived in that area, and experienced part of the
trouble. '
The second activity is a discussion scheduled for Tuesday. January 22,
at 9:00 p.m. in Babcock on the issue of the Soviet invasion. Professor
Shull and Professor Pollock, both of the political science department,
have been asked to lead the discussion and provide information about
the situation. - . ...
The two professors have been asked to explore, if possible, the
operation from the Soviet" point of view.
The discussion is expected to be very educational and interesting and
all are invited to participate and express ideas about that precarious
situation for the international peace.
Aliens in the United States Must
Disclose Addresses to Government
AO aliens in the United States,
except a few diplomats, accredited
members of certain international
organizations and those admitted
temporarily as agricultural laborers,
must report their addresses to the
Government each January.
Forms are ' available at any
Unted States Post Office during
January 1 - 31st When the alien
has filled in all items, heshe
should sign the card, place a stamp
on the reverse side and drop it in .
January 18,
faculty cpmmen- t-
On Worthy
by Peter Hauhobn
If half the world were annihilated
later this year, the survivors would
probably - have some accurate
ideas about the immediate political
and physical causes of the
disaster. When half the population
of Europe was wiped out in the
fourteenth century, however, the
survivors .had no earthly
explanation of what had hit them.
What we now know to have been a
virulent combination of bubonic
and pneumonic plague earned by
Section or Fraternity, that is
representative of our ' organi-
zation.
Sincerely,
- John P. Baker
President, Kappa Phi Sigma
Edward J. Andrew, Jr.
President, Beta Kappa Phi
" Karl R. Susz
President, Omega Alpha Tau
Jason M. Weber
President, Phi Omega Sigma
John H. White, Jr.
President, Phi Sigma Alpha
Andrew C. Smith
President, Kappa Chi
Stephen C. Graffam
President, ISC
would enjoy representing the
College of Wooster, but,
compared to many other colleges,
Wooster's attitude has been a
disappointment.
Any support or advice would be
appreciated. How can you help?
Sincerely,
Doug Huskins
any mail box. Parents or guardians
are required to submit reports for
alien children under fourteen years
of age!
If you or any member of your
famiy are not cittern of the United .
States you should teO your parents
of these requirements. If you have
relatives or friends who are not
citizens, you wfB do both them and
the government a great service by
telling mem of the requirements.
Remember, the time for reporting
is January 1 - 31st
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Occasions
fleas on rats was causeless
cataclysm 500 years ago.
Erika Laquer of the History
Department will begin the
Humanities Symposium, The
Dance of Death, next Tuesday at
4 p.m. in the Library Lecture
Room, by exploring how that
society responded to incom-
prehensible disaster utterly
outside its control. She will discuss
effects on ideas, behavior, and the
cultural fabric.
Then, on Thursday evening,
Ingmar Bergman's The Seventh
Seal (as necessary to an adequate
appreciation of modern film as
Citizen Kane) will offer another
perspective on the same time and
aspects of the same problem. It will
be shown in Mateer at 730.
Among the vivid images in The
Seventh Seal ' one of a group of
flagellants doing penance before
the Wrath of God, the most widely
accepted cause of the Black
Death. Such cults proliferated in
response to chaos. Qn
Wednesday morning at 10, Glenn
Bucher of the Religion
Department wiB investigate what
people in the twentieth century
find attractive in religious cults.
What needs do the cults seem to
fiTJ? Are our cults a way of coping
with our own century's measure of
chaos?
Short of airy cliches about
chaos and order, I can summon no
way but a new paragraph to move
on to the other worthy occasions I
wish to draw to your attention.
Shakespeare's King Lear in Peter
Brook's film plays in Mateer rxt
Monday evening at 730. Paul
Schofield plays Lear. I have not
seen the film, but the director and
the actor lend me the confidence
to promise an exciting version of
the play.
(There is no admission charge
for either Lear or The Seventh
Seat, by the way.)
For the ambitious person who
planned to attend all of the events I
have mentioned so far, there
would be no better way to nourish
the soul in preparation than to
attend Sunday's concert in
Mackey Hall at 3 p.m Mary
Bucher, Brian Dykstra, Maxinc
Naujoks, Stevens Garlick, Daniel
Winter, Nancy Buckingham, and
Robert Hamilton will join their
considerable talents there to
continue the long, sweet draft of
Mozart that is ours this quarter.
. And finally, there arc three
remaining performances of
GodspeJ, for which there may be
some tickets left: tonight and
Saturday, Sunday at 3.
SGA
BRIEFS
Teaching Staff and Tenure is
looking for a student to serve on its
sub-committ- ee on Academic
Advising. If you are interested
please contact Carol Rowan.
This quarter there wiD be a
panel of visitors to evaluate the
following departments; biology,
general literature, and business
econ. If you would like to meet
with the members of one of these
panels, see the chairperson of that
department.
Next week the SGA wiD be
meeting in Holden Lounge, the
meeting is on Monday at 7:00 p.m.
Everyone is invited to come. We
will be discussing the role of SGA,
what it should and is doing.
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PAUL LEHMANN, Wooster's visiting theologian will be on
campus until Jan. 22. Photo by Christian Gelzer. .
IWooster Chorus
Word was received last week
that The Wooster Chorus has
been invited to sing at the 191st
annual General Assembly of the
United Presbyterian Church of the
United States of America. The
touring choir of The Wooster
Chorus will be featured at the
opening Service of - Holy
Communion on Tuesday evening
May 27 when several thousand
delegates from throughout the
nation convene in Detroit. .
Dr. Beth Lewis, Church
Relations Coordinator (or the
College, was elated at the news
and has accepted the invitation on
behalf of the College.
J V
S
to Sing in Detroit
The Wooster Chorus is under
the musical direction of Professor
John Russell of the Department of
Music The choir includes 53
student musicians selected after
intensive auditions and their
rigorous rehearsal, schedule
includes four meetings each week.
Choir members are drawn from all
academic departments of the
College and represent 12 states
and 2 foreign countries.;
During spring vacation the :hoir
will make an extensive concert
tour in southeastern United States
including concerts in Tennessee,
Kentucky, Georgia, North
Carolina .and Washington, D.C
Shop: Monday thru Saturday 9:30 to 5:30;
Friday evenings until 9; Wednesdays until 5:30
Shop ANNATS
Department Store
Serving Wooster
and Wayne County
for 100 Years
Four Floors of
Men's, Women's and Children's
ApporeJ and Home Furnishings
Good MerchanduM Our Bushwss And Pleasure Since 1S79
Public Square, Wooster, Ohio -
Visiting Theologian Paul Lehmann
Reveals Stance on Major Issues S
Since his arrived on campus
Jan. '8, Dr. ' Paul Lehmann,
Wooster's Theologian-in-Residenc- e,
has participated in a
.number of lectures and
discussions in which he has given
his views on current issues. In an
interview with Voice reporter
Louise A. Bhan this week. Dr.
--
. Lehmann commented on a few of
the social and political problems .
confronting America today. --,- ,
The Role of the Church .
in Society
"to nourish a horizon of
- humane sensibility, to heal the
'. wounds of inhumanity, and to
keep pointing to the distance
between the horizon and : the
wounds."
To clarify this concept of
distance, Lehmann explained that
it is one thing to talk about
' principle, for the United States to
call itself a society of freedom and
law, and another thing to "connect
that freedom and law with the
actual injustice in society." :
' The wounds to be healed," he
said, "are best identified by the
struggle for justice, for what tends
to happen is that "justice is
subordinated to law."
Situation fai Iran ,.
' Iranian involvement came
about because we have insisted
that international law prevents us ,
from giving back the Shah of Iran.
We stand on that principle and
behind that curtain in disregard of
the very,, real sufferings and
injustices which the shah imposed
upon the Iranian people. We justify
ourselves as being supporters of
the. fragile framework of
international community, and this
adherence prevents us from
handling it some other way." '
Lehmann holds that offering,
sanction to the shah was
"definitely a mistake," because it
was unnecessary. "If the medical
grounds were real, the shah could
have received attention elsewhere
by American doctors." It was also
a mistake because America's
actions, according to Lehmann
were characterized by self-righteousn- ess
and "heedless of the
warnings that came from Iran."
When asked whether America
should have returned the shah in j'
exchange for .the hostages,
Lehmann replied: "We should
have entered into negotiation with
the Iranians about the return of the
shah without insisting first that
they release the hostages."
The primary factors niotivaung
the United States in its refusal to
return the shah, Lehmann said,
were the fear of loss of oil and the
Persian Guff, and the fear that
such an action would unravel "the
fabric of international order."
When asked about a possible
motivation being fear for the
shah's safety if turned over to the
.
vengeance of the Iranian people,
Lehmann replied: "I'm not
suggesting that we should have
simply turned him over without .
conversations." The theologian
sees as a precedent for this --
situation the Nuremburg trials
following the second world war in
which Nazi criminals were tried.
Lehmann sees the situation as
the clashing of two worlds, one the
world of Islamic law, in. which
religion and government have
never been separated. "When
-- Khomeini insisted .that the shah
must be brought to justice, he
meant what he said. Whether or
not he knew the students were
.
going to seize hostages (and there
is some doubt as to whether he
knew this -- 1 am rather inclined to
think he did not), his convictions
" were definite," Lehmann said. The
second world is ours, with a
foreign poBcy characterized by
what Lehmann terms ambiguities.
This foreign policy makes it
"difficult for us to understand that
a - person can so completely
express the will of the people in so
direct a way as Khomeini has been
able to do." This does not,
however, Lehmann cautioned,
.
mean that the ayatoflah is not a
fanatic --
.'
'
. The accusations that Khomeini
-- has lolled more people than the
shah, the theologian continued,
are irrelevant. It is not "a question
- of quantity." Khomeini's actions,
whether they constitute support of
the students or refusal, to
countermand, "are based upon
conviction, and this is the teaching
of Islam."
"When Khomeini declared war
on the shah, the people rallied
against him (the shah) because .
they had been the victims , of
enormous injustices," Lehmann
- said. It was a mistake for us to
admit him; we should have left him
' in" Mexico."
Russians in Afghanistan -
"My assessment of the initial
invasion in Afghanistan by the
Russians is that this was an action
.
rooted " in internal political
difficulties," Lehmann said, among
them an "enormous grain famine,"
the transitional
.
character of
leadership due to Brezhnev's
illness, and the debate over SALT
talks. This action "was not
undertaken as a permanent
occupation in Afghanistan, just a
.temporary diversion,". Lehmann
went on, and surmises that they
are advancing troops so that they
"can get to the Persian Gulf in
short order if necessary."
"The Russians have had their,
eye on the Persian Gulf since the
days of the Czar," Lehmann said.
"It is a long-standin- g historical
dream: But this situation further
underscores the fact that a power
confrontation is the worst way to
deal with it."
Strategic Anns Limitation
Treaty
"A SALT treaty was a necessary
further step in reducing the
pressure of an international arms
race," Lehmann said. "I don't
claim that it solved all the
problems..Jt left the balance of
power off-cent- er, but not wholly to
the advantage of Russia...It is a
step that will pave the way for
keeping conversations going."
The offensive power of the United
States doesn't need to be equal to
that of the Soviet Union, Lehmann
said. We have enough. The
"haggling over equality was a kind
of madness," emblematic 'of the
belief that "the greatness of a
nation is equal to its -- military
strength, which I think is
nonsense."
Nuclear Power
The major impulse for nuclear
research has been military, and
this motivation has brought us to a
dangerous moment in which we - .
are caught in the dilemma of
having to keep on and on." ,
Nuclear, research devoted to --
peaceful uses is a research that"
should be continuedbut under ..
important safeguards. It should be
continued with renewed concern ;
for the problems posed by nuclear
energy, a major one of which is the ."
problem of the disposal of waste." -
Lehmann is "not convinced that '
the foreseen scarcity
.
of oil j
committed' us to an unlimited -- ;'
nuclear crash program...I have the "
feeling that there was an 'easy
companionship' between defense --
goals and the aspirations of
corporate energy interests , to '
focus on nuclear energy without
adequate ' attention v to ; other .
sources..! think the question of
Emit also applies to research It is
not responsible and it is not ethical
to keep on pursuing a research
into power arid energy in disregard
of the related problems, that
research is bound to bring with it."
Lehmann is aware that "every
advance in science is accom-
panied by risk," and that the
approach to these advance- s-
cannot be structured by fear. The
, alternative, however, is not to
over-simplif- y the risks." ; : ; - ' ," .
Marriage "
."Marriage as an institution is a
social arrangement and practice
designed to express and further
the commitments and fulfilling --
possibilities of living togetherIt is
a way of --bringing private
relationships and decisions into
.
pubGc recognition, which is
desirable because however private
the relationship is, the fact is that
as human beings, we are not only . -
individuals, but social beings. 1 ,
"Marriage is not permission it ....
is the culmination and ratification
of an , experience of living
together."
Abortion
"Abortion is the casualty of a
society which does not nurture --
meaningful life together. It is the
indictment of the whole
. community."
- The question of whether
abortion is right or wrong,
Lehmann said, cannot be a general
decision. Jt depends on each case,
and whatever the case, "abortion
is-- murder." But what the
opponents of abortion ignore. '
Lehmann said, is that while every
human being has the right to life,
"what kind of a life is it that the
fetus has the right to?...It is not a
question of rights, but of what one
is willing to take responsibility for."
Zeitgeist Returns
To Campus Sat.
Zeitgeist returns to campus this
Saturday night at 8:30. It H still
feature local talent in Westminster
Church House, but little else is the
same.
There will be a selection of
coffees and teas served in the
remodeled surroundings.
If you like quiet conversation
with friends and mellow music, try
this relaxing alternative to Ihe
typical social scene on campus this "
weekend. "
Interested in performing music,
reciting rxietry or providing other
entertainment? Contact Jeff
Marzilli. POB 2150. for details.
ir AMBASSADOR, MAURICE D. BEAN talks with students
following his lecture Tuesday evening on the legacy of Martin
Luther King, Jr. Photo by' Marty Stanton. , -- . ?
Offices Are Refurbished
- by Katharine L. Bfewd
...
Upon entering Galpin .many
students, surprised to hear the
loud drum of hammers, have
stepped forward to investigate. A
sign on the door of the admissions
office indicates the offices have
temporarily been moved to
' Babcock." ,
Inside the wooden door', a
complete remodeling is taking
place. Since the Registrar's office
has been moved to
.
Severance
Hall, the admissions office is
expanding. The wall between the
ft j Rfc j oEm . I
V frir I
I J !X tun. r
264-662- 5 (
fl ' ANN IW.1 AM . ' -- - B
.
'
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Sejl rancho grande
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Registrar's and admissions office
has been knocked out, nearly
doubling the room's dimensions.
: Lee Gulp's former office has been
removed and that space will be
used for a reception area. The rest
of the area will be primarily for
-- office work. '
Steve Graff, The Director of
Admissions Planning and
Research, said the new layout will
"achieve a much better visual
image in the office." He also added
- this would eliminate the congestion
in the reception area. The new
reception area will have three
windows which will enable visitors
to look out over the campus and
get a better feel of the institution.
Meanwhile the staff has been
divided between two areas. The
majority of the staff has moved
into Babcock because its ample
area enables most of the staff to
work in one location.' The four
members of the staff who are not
in day to day 'contact with the
public have moved downstairs in
Galpin where they will - remain
even after the renovation. '
Graff said the temporary
arrangement has been adequate
but he hopes the offices will be
finished by Feb. 1.
conf. from'pg. 1 :
Inequality still exists, Bean said.
Examples are "no longer so
obvious, but they are perniciously
there" --clubs rejecting blacks and
Jews as members, private firms
overlooking women as possible
employees, a
.
judicial system
operating on "more than one level
of justice depending on the ethnic
origin of the prisoner at the bar." It
is our responsibility and a part of
our legacy - to remove these
, inequalities, the ambassador said.
: The concern of Martin Luther
King was not limited to the full
exercise of citizenship. Dean
continued. He was concerned with
the nation's potential, and with its
ability to reach that potential. The
; United States is capable not only
of maintaining its current standard
of living, Dean said, but of attaining
a higher one. - -
: "We must puD together the
.national mind and will to
.
accomplish . these objectives,''
- Bean said,' "and excellence in
preparation a the first step in that
direction.'; The world is a
competitive one, and students
. entering into it must have the
preparation or they will be left
behind.
.
"If we do not educate and train
minds now," Bean said, "we will
not - be able to maintain our
lifestyles and standard of living, or
share our capability with the parts
of the world that heed it and with
whom we would like to share it"
In working for this goal, Bean
continued, we must not forget that
we, the United States of America,
"constitute less than five percent
of the world's population." When
King spoke of his brothers, he was
not speaking only to Americans.
His term embraced the entire
world.
Americans must be concerned
about their fellow men in other
countries, Bean urged, not just for
humanitarian reasons, but for
selfish ones as well. "Americans
Besides the escort services,
other measures have been
instituted to help prevent more
assaults from occurring. Swegan,
who stated his involvement with
the investigations as "improving
the .security of women's
residences," has held several
meetings in the women's halls to
make them aware of the urgent
necessity to keep their bedroom
doors locked, and to make them
BORED
THIS WEEKEND?
The Wooster Inn
DINNER COOKED AT YOUR TABLE
May we suggest
VEAL PARMIGIANA
A fine cut of hand breaded, sauteed veal,
served with fangy Marinara Sauce and topped
with Mozzarelh Cheese.
5:00 - 8:00 P.M. "
East Wayne Avenue
Reservations Suggested - 264-234- 1
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King Leaves Legacy to Carry On
have one of the most comfortable
lifestyles in the world," Bean said.
"We. are ravenous consumers of
resources and raw materials," and
they are about to run out.
-- Petroleum is not the only
product for which we are
dependent on foreign sources, the
ambassador said. Seventy-fiv- e
percent of our aluminum
consumption - is imported; the
United States has no way of
producing enough rubber to
satisfy its needs.. .and the list could
go on. "There is an inter-
dependence among nations which
cannot be ignored," Bean said.
Following the lecture, a foreign
student questioned Bean as to
why Americans should work to
raise their standard of fiving when,
as citizens of the world it would
seem that they would be obliged
instead to reduce it in an effort to
combat the unfair distribution of
wealth in the world today.
Bean's response was that the
technology of the United States,
when developed to its full
potential, can benefit the whole
world. "Why reduce the world to a
common level of poverty when the
object should be to raise the world
to a common level of affluence?"
Trie work of Martin Luther King
was based, on a love for his
country, God, and mankind, Bean
said. Instilled in his principles was a
firm cieterrnination to act non-violentl- y,
with reason and
persuasion. "He believed in his
objectives and he believed his
method would ultimately bring
about the achievement of his
-- objectives," Bean said.
There is yet another legacy left
us by-Marti- n Luther King, the
ambassador continued. A few
weeks ago, a bill making Jan. 15 a
national holiday in honor of the
civil rights leader was narrowly
defeated in the House of
Representatives.
Assault Incidents Increases Security Measures
cont. from pg J
protection, rather than walking to
and from buildings alone at night.
The Douglass service is limited to
female residents of that hall, while
the section's escort program is
campus wide. To obtain an escort,
a woman should phone security
who will refer the can to a section.
The service runs every night of the
week with sections handling the
calls on a rotating basis.
aware of extension doors.
Deb Mix, director of Babcock,
has asked her women residents to
lock their bedroom doors and to
avoid taking showers late at night.
After 11:00 p.m., all visitors to the
dorm are questioned by the
receptionist in regard to the
person they wish to see.
Security has taken steps to
secure locked doors in female
residences by locking door earlier
at night and conducting walking
tours during early morning hours
inside the halls. Foster reinforces
the need for all women to take
their own precautions by using the
escort services and keeping their
bedroom doors locked. KroD
recently taught a self-defens-e class
on January 16 to help campus
women deal with possible assaults.
Any woman wishing to contact
Kroll should go to her office in
Galpin.
Though the last assault
happened thirteen days ago, it is
essential that students exercise
the above preventive measures to
insure that such violent situations
do not pay a return visit.
L
Grace's Wine
Shoppe
248 W. North Street
262-586- 6
Its defeat, Bean said, was
wrong. "Were this day to be a
national holiday, we would finally
have reached a point where the
United States of America would
.formally recognize that the first
.
American to die in the defense of
liberty on the North American
continent was a black maa..It
would be a symbol that we finally
recognize after 300 years that the
black American has been a
significant contributer to ' the
growth, development, and
protection of the American
system;" "
And once we took that first step,
Bean continued, we might "take
stock of our national soul and
begin to understand what makes
this country great." America is not
"
a melting pot, the speaker said. A
more appropriate analogy would
be that of a salad bowl, composed
of all the individual qualities we
. have selected from so many
nations and cultures throughout
the world.
This is what has made us
great," Bean concluded. This is
the legacy, the dream. We are at
the top of the mountain; let us go
out and harvest the fertile vaDey on
the other side."
Dorm Decor
Is Practical
coijt. from pg.
furniture has been severely
damaged and the mural stolen.
Last year, new carpet in a section
lounge of Stevenson was burned
beyond repair. Since the lounge is
currently used by independent
students this year, the college paid
for replacement costs.
Doubledee is empathetic to the
feelings of many male students
who feel discriminated against
because their lounge furnishings
appear less elegant and more
institutional than those located in
women's lounges, yet, based on
past experience with the
destruction rates in men and
women's dormitories, male
residences dictate furnishings that
are sturdy and stain resistant in
addition to their decorative
purposes.
In April, Ms. Doubledee and Ed
Cerne, Director of Physical Plant
Services, present a budget for
redecoration of student
residences to the Board of
Trustees. The tabulated budget is
a collective decision that includes
estimates from Doubledee, Cerne,
a professional interior decorator
and certain deans. Dormitories
and off-camp- us residences to be
furnished are determined by the
dean's office, Doubledee and the
Residential Life Committee, as
well as by other representatives.
Costs to redecorate lounges
vary according to need and
increases in furnishings from
year-to-yea- r. Ed Cerne. who has
records of last year's redecoration
budget, could not be reached for a
statement concerning redecora-expens- e
figures.
Although Doubledee feels that
"it's good for students to be
exposed to various types of
' decor," she also states that in
determining what kinds of fur-
nishings will go where, "the
architecture of the building and
how the rooms are used plays an
important part in our final .
decisions."
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Is Olson's Pervading Motif
Ay Lisa Vfckery
-.-
-
Modem interpretation of the
- familiar is the governing idea of
"Retrospective the art exhibition
presently In Lowry Center. The
artist, George Olson of the College
art department, manipulates the
elements of landscape in his
concatenation of realistic, expres- -'
skmistic and structural pieces.
While the landscape theme may
not be evident to all viewers, it is
simply because Olson tends to use
qualities of the landscape rather
than merely the absolute visuals,
that is to say, he represents also
what the landscape "does".
He speaks of his work as a
"brand new composition of ele-
ments you are always aware
of.the elements of water, sky,
douds-jrearrang-
ed.
Olson's landscapes begin with
the more strasightfoTward repre-
sentations of plants: sketches of the
overall and the dose-up- . Then,
interpreting the land with less
control are his "gestural" oOs, some
of which are black on white and
others of which take on the larger
soectrum of briqht earth tones. The
gestural paintings carry a notion
of movement clue to the conscious-
ly uneven and sweeping quality of
the fines.
Olson's most recent and most
expression istic interpretations of
the landscape are manifest Jn his
predominantly black ink drawings.
The landscape motif is captured
mainly through the effect of water
on the paper and the deliberate
overlapping of the powerful angu-
lar shapes. .
Bucher Lectures on Cults
' by Dove Miller
What are the cults teJSng us
about mainline refigion, Arnerican
culture, human needs, and the role
of refigion in the fuKUment of those
needs? Dr. Glenn Bucher, of the
Refigion Department, wO be
speaking to questions such as
these at the convocation next
Wednesday in Mateer at lfcOO
ajn.
Dr. Bucher spent last summer
researching for a week-lon- g
lecture series at Chautauqua, an
educational, cultural and musical
ptogtain in southwestern New
York. In his research, he read
literature, interviewed . people
involved in various cuhs, and
talked with parents of cult
members and ex-cu- lt members.
He sees the various cubs as "part
of the refigious renaissance" of
today, and has encountered a
great deal of interest in the subject
from students and parents.
There is no need to find closet
Also on display are two of
Olson's "relief prints" which re-
semble carved block prints, yet are
created by materials found in the ;
actual landscape then mounted on ;
a board. Although the refief prints i
function to represent the landscape
in shapes and colors, they also act '
to bring" the landscape into .the
studio. The relief prints, the most
interesting of which is "The
Worried Owl," provided the inspir-
ation for Olson's "constructions",
the compositional elements also
being taken from the landscape. --
The constructions appear as wall
sculptures and emphasize texture
and geometric shape.
"Retrospection'' is the first exhi-
bition in Lowry Center by any --
Wooster art department faculty
member. The art department in the
- past has been inclined to reserve
their work only for exhibits in the ,
Rick Art Center and Severance '
-- Hafl, the main art department
building. Hal Closson, Director of
Lowry Center, Is excited by Olson's
exhibit and hopes that faculty
shows will become more of a norm
rather than an exception. Sum-
ming up' his enthusiasm, Closson
stated, "I wish we could get more
of those kinds of shows over here."
Many of me pieces from George
Olson's exhibit are on sale and
additional paintings and drawings
can be found in the Lowry Center
Director's office. Among the pieces
available for purchase are relief
prints, ink drawings, and sketches.
Since last summer, Dr. Bucher
has been invited to speak on thus
topic in Canton and Cleveland,
and is presently thinking about
offering a course on cults this
spring quarter. This convocation
will be a good preview for anyone
who might be interested in this
course, and an interesting event
on a topic significant to everyone.
Piirront Pvr-iiKr-f Fofiiroc TmnViriftf iaVU1IWK -i- m-i.
Transformation of
by LesSe Schwartz
Have you ever envisioned a bent
chair hanging on a hanger or a
flattened chair on an ironing
board? These are two of the works
by Petra Soesemarm now on
exhibit at the Frick Art-Museu- m.
Soesemarm is a former Wooster
resident who graduated from the
Cleveland Institute of Art in 1977.
She is currently working on her
I)
space for this example of Petra
Soesemann's work. Other imaginative creations are now on
display in Frick. Photo by Leslie Schwartz.
Photography Exhibition Highlights
February Art Center Calendar
by Kevin Crvbb .
The College of Wooster Art
Museum wO be the site of the Joy
of Photography. Contemporary
Work by Area Photographer
exhibition, February 10-Mar- ch 6.
the exhibition is open to anyone
from Wayne or Holmes Counties,
and shall be displayed in three
Broadcasts
Have Begun
conr. from pg. 2
museum curator, ' with the
assistance of WCWS Director of;
Public Affairs, Dan Harkins.
deVecsey, who proposed that the
show be open to her colleagues,
contacted several people from the
art department for assorted ideas
and input deVecsey hopes the
programs will "generate more
active participation in the cultural
resources of the College of
Wooster."
Forthcoming discussions on the
program will include "Art and the
Law," with attorney Arnold B.
Gold (Jan. 21); "Architecture of
the College of Wooster," with Dr.
Arnold Lewis (January 28) and
"African Images," with Terry
Mintz (February 4). Other
programs later in the quarter will
elucidate on such diverse topics as
archaeologic and Pelic restora--'
tion, women artists and the role an
art museum plays to a community
and society, capitalizing on local
cultural resources.
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Everyday Objects
masters of fine arts degree in
sculpture at the Art Institute of
Chicago.
In Soesemann's exhibit
presently at the college, she is
producing cornrnon objects such
as chairs, shirts and beds with
wood as her media. The creative
aspect of her work Ees in her
imaginative transformation of
these, everyday objects, into
unexpected shapes and positions.
Abo on exhibit at the Frick Art
Museum are circular paintings,
siQfScreens and pencil drawings by
Annamary Bierley.' Bierley is from
Springfield, Ohio and is an
instructor of drawing, panting and
prkrtmakmg at Sinclair Commun-
ity College in Dayton. She is
working on her doctoral degree in
fine arts from Ohio State
University.
Bierley's paintings are filled with
bright, vital colors, which combine
to create a continuous, flowing
movement m her pieces. As stated
in The DaOy Record, "Her work is
concerned primarily with ideas
and depictions of the dilemmas of
man.
The works of these two women
will be on exhibit through
February 2.
Classified Advertisements
BARGAINS
Classified advertising in The
Wooster Voice is still a bargain.
$1.50 for 15 words or less, 5 for
each additional word. Attention
students! Special student discount
rate also available. $1 for 15 words '
or less, 5 for each additional
word. Send payment with ad to
Voice, Box 3187 by Tuesday
before publication.
categories: Youth, up to 18 years;
Adult,' over .18 years and Serni-ProfessionaLTrofessio- naL
Any
color or black and white print will
be considered, however, all
exposing, processing and printing .
must be the work of the exhibitor. v
Commercially printed entries wiO
nor be accepted.
.
Specifications for the Joy of
Photography exhibition copulate:
1) an artist may submit up to four
entries. There will be no entry fee,
2) each print must be matted or
mounted, rigidly backed with
cardboard (no framed or glass-cover- ed
work will be accepted), 3)
mats must measure a minimum of
8"xl0". Entry deadline is Friday,
February L AB work must be
hand-defivere- d to the Art Museum
ort campus between 8:30 am.
5:30 p.m.
The following information
should be typed or printed on a
3x5 card arid securely mounted to
the back of each entry: 1) name of
photographer, 2) address and
phone number, 3) division being
entered, 4) title of work, and 5)
price or N.F.S. An additional 3x5-car- d
should be included with each
entry with material needed for an
exhibition label 1) name of
photographer, 2) title of work, and
3) price or N.F.S.
AO received entries will be
reviewed and .hung by the
Museum staff. The staff retains the
right to select work submitted.
Albeit the staff will exercise
reasonable care in handling and
security, the work will be
submitted at the artist's risk. Joy
of Photography wfflrjrmarilybe an
exhibition but "sales" will bV
encouraged also.
AO work should be picked up at
the close of the exhibition or on
March 7. Work which has been
purchased from the cjdtfxtion will
also be released at that time. For
further information interested'
photographers should contact
PhyEs Clark, assistant Museum i
Director, at 264-123- 4, extension I
388. Forms containing essential
exhibition information , arc
currently available at the Lowry
Center front desk.
'
MUSIC NOTES
The second program in the
Mozart Festival, scheduled for.
Sunday, Jan. 20, features Brian
Dykstra on piano, Robert .
Hamilton on Viola and Nancy;
Buckingham on Clarinet in the .
composer's Trio in E-Fl-at Major.
Included in trie concert wiD be a
piano sonata
.
performed by
.
Maxine Naujoks, the only student
playing in this particular program. ,
Mary Bucher, Soprano and j
Stevens Garfick, Baritone, will I
also be singing on Sunday. The
concert is in Mackey HaO,
attached to the Church House at ft
oaaj p.m. nil oi me itozart resuvai
concerts are free and open to the
pubfic
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Editorial cartoonists needed for
The Wooster Voice. Contact Lisa
Vickery; Box 3187 or ext. 433
weekday afternoons. ;
Brandywine Ski Resort has full-tim- e
inside outside forjobs f or -
men or gals who can drop out
winter quarter. Pay starts at $3.50
per hour; can earn $2500 before
spring and save most of it. Free
sleeping quarters provided. Write
to Box 343, Northfield, Ohio 44067
and tefl us about yourself.
SERVICES
TYPING AVAILABLE-F- or
professionally ; typed LS.'s ' and
papers at very reasonable rates
can Lynn Scoles, 264-064- 9.
WORD PROCESSING gives the
professional edge for your LS.
papers, reports,, purifications,
Ph.D theses, ' and resumes.
Contact - Wooster Computer
I Services, 262-321- 1.
Akron Women's Clinic offers safe
and gentle abortions to 15 weeks;
CaO tofl free: 1-800-362- -9150.
WANTED
PEN PAL WANTED: Two young
men need correspondence to help
them stay in touch with society.
Please write 152-16- 8 or. 154-27- 3,
Box 45699, LucasvSle, OH 45699.
For Sale: 1975 Volvo 245 wagon.
Dark Blue wred. AC, PS (rack &
pinion), PB (4-whe- el Disc), AM
FM Cassette, 4 speaker stereo.
66,000 miles. Excellent condition,
19 mpg, 24 highway on regular!
$4,500. CaO Dick at x534 or write
box 1481.
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PERRY
OPTICAL
TO SEE BETTER...
SEE PERRY OPTICAL
COMPLETE NEW GLASSES
' NEW FRAMES
NEW LENSES
V PRESCRIPTION
SUNGLASSES
LENSES DUPLICATED
PROMPT REPAIRS
SENSIBLE PRICES
' ALL
PRESCRIPTIONS
FILLED
333 EAST LI3ERTY
234-23- 44
XYoung Scots
by Jeff Wagner and Ed Zombie'
Welcome to the 1979-198- 0 -
edition of the Wooster Fighting
Scot basketball team. But wait,
where is Sam Dixon, Fred Balser,
and the two super-sub- s Randy
Backus and George Zambie?
Gone are the familiar names, but
the Wooster basketball tradition
lives on. Doug The Bug" Fries,
Chris Thomas, Ray Halfhifl, and
Bob Darkey are just a few new
.feces Coach Al Van Wie has
incorporated into the lineup with
returning lettermen Gib Tecca,
Lee Svete, John Maiden, Dan
Reiser, and Captain Jim Burns.'
0
.
(
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Swimmers Strong
- by Daniel McKenty
' The Wooster Scot swim team
coached by Bryan Bateman and
captained by Stan MacDonald and
Jim Janasko. appears to be
swimming off to another
tremendous season. At present
the Scots boast a 1-- 0 record, have
taken first place in the conference
relays, and placed fourth in the Ft.
Lauderdale Invitational, (a
tournament consisting of thirty
five Southeastern swim teams).
Although Swimming World has
ranked the Scots ninth in the
nation for the 1980 swim season,
Coach Bateman feels that if the
team stays healthy and continues
to swim as well as they have been
they might very well finish fifth in
the nation. When asked about the
possibility of beating Kenyon this
. year Bateman responded, 1 really
don't see beating . Kenyon this
year, although we do hope to finish
second in the league for the fifth
year in a row."
Much of this year's success is
going to depend on the freshmen
swimming for . Wooster. Coach
Bateman- - reports that - he is.
'
"pleased with all the freshmen this
year." f Two freshmen, Scott
Holmquist and Ira Swartz have
Snade the Scot's travelling team.
.
One of the outstanding features
of this year's team is co-capta- in
Stan MacDonald. Stan is the
defending national champion of
the 100 yd fly, and holds third
place in the 200 yd. fly, as well as
fourth place in the 500 yd. '
freestyle. An interesting note is
that during the relays at the
national championships last year
Stan clocked the fastest time in the
,200 yd. freestyle, however, the
time itself did not count because it
BEAU. AVE
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24 Hour Coin-O-p Laundry
Dry Cleaning 9 - 4:15
Begin New Cage Era
Tecca leads the Scots m scoring
with 18.9 ppg followed by Burns at
18.7. Lee Svete, die other double
figure scorer, is throwing in his
high-archin- g bombs at 11.3 per
.game. Freshman point guard
Doug The Bug" Fries is leading
the O.A.C. in assists with 6.3 per
game.
. Since
cracking the starting lineup, John .
Maiden has averaged 8 points and
5 caroms per outing.
,
Prior to Wednesday's Ohio
Northern game, the young Scots
'carried a. 6-- 7 record and face a
tough challenge Saturday against
Capital -
.
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On .the Rise?;Matmen Tie Marietta!
by Hank Sperry , .
Mark Stansbery' and Rob
LavaHee recorded back-to-bac- k
pins, coach Bob Yomboro made a
point in some post-matc- h debate,
and the College of Wooster
.
Fighting Scots gained a 25-2- 5 with
Marietta in
.
wrestling action
Saturday.
Stansbery downed Marietta's
Steve Detter in the 150-poun- d
class, while LavaDee flattened
Dave Abrolat in the 158-poun- d '
division. Coincidentally, both pins
occurred with one second left in
the second period of their
respective matches. The tie was'
the first positive Wooster showing
since 1977, when the Scots last
in Early Going
was a relay. Bateman remarked of
Stan, "He's an unbelievable
athlete, he just gets better and
better. To tell you the truth I think
he's the best division HI swimmer
in the country; I just wish that I had
him for another four years."
' Jim Janasko, the Scot's other
co-captai- n, holds the varsity
record in the 200 yd. breaststroke
and was last year's OAC runner-up- .
When asked about Janasko's
potential for this season Bateman
replied, "He's (Jim) got a definite
shot at AD American in the 200 yd. .
breaststroke. He's working out '
better and better."
What lies in the immediate
future for the Scots is a big
weekend in Chicago starting off
with a dual meet with Wabash
College' and the University of
Illinois and then a meet with North
Central University. Coach
Bateman views all three teams as
"very tough" and adds that the
intent of the trip is to "expose the
guys to some top competition,'
p
Winter Olympic Trip Planned
Have you always wanted to see
the Winter Olympics at Lake
Placid? New York is not that far
away and neither are the
Olympics, and now you have a
chance to see the Winter
Olympics at Lake Placid! Tickets
and accommodations are now
available to individuals and groups
who have the Olympic fever and
want to be at Lake Placid to see .
z
i
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Airport Ltaoesine Service
De3y Car Rents!
In the Lobby of the Ramoda Inn
f 243 E. Liberty Street
, WOOSTER. OHIO 44691
z (216) 264 7773
The Crusaders bring the second
most productive offense in the
Ohio Conference to Timken
Gymnasium. The Crusaders carry
a much stronger reputation than
their 7--5 record. Twelve points
separate Capital from an
undefeated -- season.
The Fighting Scots have
continued to. play exciting
.
basketball and with every outing
Coach Van Wie's young Scots are
maturing. Soon when the names
Fred Balser and Sam Dixon are
heard, the Wooster partisans will
ask, "Who are they?"
won a dual meet.
Wooster's Pete Meyers (142),
John Srock (177) and Tom Wood
(134) also tallied victories for the
Scots, Meyers scored an 11-- 1
superior decision over John
Reusher and Srock downed Jay
Demich. 2-- 0. But Wood's 10-- 2
victory over Bob Ploetz sparked a
controversy which ultimately led
to the Scots' tie with the Pioneers. .
Originally, Marietta's scorer had
credited Wood with only a 9-- 2
victory. Yomboro " protested,
claiming Marietta hadn't given
Wood one point for riding time.
After a summit meeting with
Marietta coach Jim Stringer, the
referee accepted Yomboro's
argument and, 20 minutes later,
the match went into the books as a
25-2- 5 tie.
Afterward Yomboro said, "I was
happy with the individual
performances and was glad to see
some team spirit developing." .
Wooster, now 0-1-- 1 on the year,
will compete in the Ohio State
Championships at Columbus
Saturday.
FRANKLY SPEAWNG ... by pri frank
ID THE OILY
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their favorite events. If you are xinterested, contact David Gurney
for information at the Student
Activities Office at extensions 378
or 563 between 4 and 5 pm. Those
who are not able to call between
those hours should leave a
message at the office with your
name and telephone number.
ruco
January 18,
LEE SVETE drives for a shot in a recent game. Svete averages
11.3 ppg for the "new-look- " Scots. Photo courtesy of 77ie Daily
.Record.
Women Cagers Drop First Two
by Katharine L Blood
The College of Wooster
women's basketball team dropped
their opening game to a more
experienced Ashland squad, 85-4- 2,
Jan. 10 at Ashland.
At half-tim- e the Scotties trailed
by only one point but lost then-pois- e
during the second half.
Freshman Darlene Kemp was
the high scorer for Wooster with
13 points and Kris Leslie added 10.
Pat Buda, Val Walton, Jean i
Cambeil and Cindy Dwand
contributed 8, 5, 4 and 2 points
respectively.
Rose Mickley secured nine j
' rebounds and Walton pulled down '
eight.
The Scotties showed marked ,
improvement in their second game !
against Capital last Saturday but
were defeated 56-4- 9. ..
Wooster led Capital 23-1- 6 at
half-tim- e but their failure to pull
down the offensive rebounds
limited their scoring opportunities.
Senior, tri-capta- in Pat Buda led
the Scotties with 15 points and 9
rebounds. Darlene Kemp added
12 points. Also scoring for the
, team were Lisa Mullett, Val
.4
ft ii
o
Walton, Kris Leslie, Peggy Elder
and Cindy Duran.
Rose Mickley again led the
rebounding with 15.
Coach Nan Nichols is optimistic
about the upcoming games due to
the team's hard work and gained
experience. f"
.
The Scotties hosf CedarviDc
.Satwciav at Zffl i
laIrTr6yct
Consultants
346 E. BOWMAN ST.
London in the'
, Spring?
Contact Dr. Schutz
For Your Convenience
Uust off the College Campus
CALL
264-65-05
Registered Ohio Travel Agent
TA0305
WAYNE
COUNTY
5f NATIONALi BAKX
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Members of the OATs intramural team watch as Dave Unsworth of 7-A- A takes a shot. 7-A-A
was undefeated after two' games. Photo by Marty Stanton.
SAB EVENTS
by Mary Zuberbuhler
SAB APPLICATIONS
Applications for the Student
Activities Board committee
chairpersons and SAB committee
member
,
L1 being accepted
for the ,80-'8- 1
".na
spring term. Applications are
available in the SAB office
downstairs in Lowry Center.
MOVIES AT MATEER
Mother,"Jugs and Speed" will
rbe shown in Mateer Auditorium on
I
I
VOnLD-VID- E I
TRAVEL
SERVICE
TAKES YOU I
I
I f 1
1
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a r - X
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Friday. January 18th and "The
Out of Towners" on Saturday,
January 19th. Both will be shown
at 7 & 9 p.m. and will cost $1.
BUCHER TO SPEAK AT
CONVOCATION -
"M;,,--i A..rt i
Authority. The' World of Cults"
wil Glenn Bucher's look- -fr,. . 7 .10 a.m. in Mateer Auditorium.
GODSPELL TICKETS SOLD
OUT.
The College production of!
Godspell will open curtains-a- t 8
1
For Your Health
and Enjoyment
Ful ana of vaamtna. rmrab and food
Dining area featuring dctaoui NuMianal
Spaciab daay.
Fraah. natural foods, aidudng Irua. rggt
and baked goods
. uaaaiiim a large vanrly of
Cuaniaik Covmar. feaa ring natural and
vaanwn luuuamiaiMau i
AM to your noturaaV.
tSulka
nrarara awara v 1
764 Pittsburgh
Avenue
"The Pizza with the Big Secret!
Made to Order - Cheese. Papoeroni. Sauese.
Mushrooms. Anchovies. Peppers. Onions
Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
WELCOME TO W003TER!
Come See Us:
Weekdays-5p.m.-la.-m.
FrL Sat-6p.m.-2a.- m.
Sunday Carry-Ou- t Only 5-1-2 Closed Tues.
aai.......... ........aaaaaaaa.a
I
111 irg
p.m. on Thursday. January 17th.
Other showings are Friday and
Saturday at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 3
p.m. Tickets for all performances
are SOLD OUT!
RECORD CO OP OPEN
The Record Co-o- p will be
open on Wednesday from 1 1 a.m.,
1 p.m. and on Thursday from 4-- 7
p.m. The co-o- p is located
downstairs in Lowry Center and
sells records for bargain prices
around $5!
Boxing Goming Back?
A boom irr amateur boxing's
popularity has Jed to predictions
that intercollegiate boxing wiD
soon return. "V,; ,1 ..
- A bloody image and an
.
economic crunch knocked out
collegiate boxing in 1953, says Dr.
Mickey Demos, a former
collegiate boxer who is now
medical boxing director for the
Amateur Athletic Union. But the
well-publiciz-
ed success of the 1976
United States Olympic boxing
team has created a wider audience
for amateur boxing and dispelled
some notions that the sport is
more dangerous than- - other- -
.
intercollegiate athletic events.
" Demos,, who was involved this
fall in setting up an intramural
boxing program at the . U. of
Miami, says boxing clubs- - have
sprung up at 44 universities in
recent years and are competing in
regional and national tourna-ment- s.
"We have purposely not
pushed boxing as a varsity sport
yet," he says. "We want to wait
and let it build up until we can sell it
. to college presidents and athletic
directors aO at one time. I predict --
that in about two years, it will be a
varsity sport." N
Chris Hitopoulos, who ;
voluntarily coaches the U. of
South Carolina's boxing club, says
the sport has become, an
economic goldmine for the AAU,
and could generate substantial
income on the collegiate leveL
They're crazy if they don't bring
boxing back, just for the money it
would bring in," he argues.
Both men say amateur boxing is
safer than football and some other
intercollegiate sports.: Demos is
now conductJna a national studv
Did
You
Know
will be in the
Abraham Lincoln
Florence O. Wilson Bookstore
on Tuesday, February 12!
The
Florence O. Wilson
Bookstore
which shows the incidence of
injuries in amateur boxing is 2,compared with 47 in high school
football.
.
If nosebleeds were
eliminated, he adds, the injury
incidence in AAU-sanctione- d'
fights would be down to 0.5,.
Special gloves, headgear and
mouthpieces, as weB as thepresence of doctors at ringside,
make boxing a safety-oriente- d
sport. Demos says. . .
J3 Service and Sales '
typewriter repairs and rentals
featuring IBM and Fadt
typewriters
2522 Cleveland Rd.
-
